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Outline

Deep recurrent neural network based on Long Short-term Memory
Text Prediction (where the data are discrete)
Handwriting Predction (where the data are real-valued)
Handwriting Synthesis (Generation of handwriting for a given text)
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Recurrent Neural Network
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1-layer RNN

3-layer RNN

Given an input sequence x and an output sequence y , RNN aims to
find a deterministic function that maps x to y .
white circle: input sequence; black circle: hidden states; grey circle:
output sequence.
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Prediction Network
Here we focus on generating sequences: repeatedly predicting what
will happen next, treating your past predictions
Q as if they were real.
Sampling from a conditional model Pr(x) = t Pr(xt |x1:t−1 ).
The network is ‘deep’ in both space (vertically) and time
(horizontally).

Figure: DRNN prediction architecture.

Figure 1: Deep recurrent neural network prediction architecture. The
circles represent network layers, the solid lines represent weighted connections
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Prediction Network
Notation:
input sequence x = (x1 , . . . , xT );
output sequence y = (y1 , . . . , yT );
hidden layers: h n = (h1n , . . . , hTn ), n = 1, . . . , N.

Given the input sequence, the hidden layer activations are computed by
1
ht1 = H(Wih1 xt + Wh1 h1 ht−1
+ bh1 )

htn

= H(Wihn xt +

Whn−1 hn htn−1

+

n
Whn hn ht−1

(1)
+

bhn )

(2)

Given the hidden sequence, the output sequence is computed by
ŷt = by +

N
X
n=1

Whn y htn , yt = Y(ŷt )

(3)

yt is used to parameterize the predictive distribution Pr(xt+1 |yt ).
Goal: minimize negative log likelihood
L(x) = −

T
X
t=1

log Pr(xt+1 |yt )

(4)
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Long short-term Memory (LSTM)
In most RNNs, H is an element-wise sigmoid function.

Unable to store information about past inputs for very long;
Not robust to ‘mistakes’.

Idea of LSTM (S. Hochreiter, 1997, [4]): Using linear memory cells
surrounded by multiplicative gate units to store read, write and reset
information.
Input gate: scales input to cell
(write)
Output gate: scales output from
cell (read)
Forget gate: scales old cell value
(reset)
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Long short-term Memory (LSTM)
For the LSTM used in F.Gers (2003,[2]), H is implemented as

Trained by backpropagation through time (BPTT) algorithm.
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Text Prediction (Language Modeling)
Task: Generating text sequences one character at a time.
How to model discrete data: a length K ‘one-hot’ vector.
Pr(xt+1 = k|yt ) = PK

exp(ŷtk )

k0
k 0 =1 exp(ŷt )

(5)

Word-level modeling: K can be as large as 100, 000, many parameters.
Character-level modeling: K is small, and allows the network to invent
novel words and strings.
Penn Treebank Experiments
dataset size: a little over a million words in total
vocabulary size: 10, 000 words; characters size: 49.
the architecture was a single hidden layer with 1000 LSTM units.
trained with SGD; allow dynamic evaluation.
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Penn Treebank Experiments
Metric: (i) bits-per-character (BPC), the average of − log2 Pr(xt+1 |yt )
over the whole test set; (ii) perplexity ≈ 25.6BPC
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Wikipedia Experiments - Generating Text
Dataset size: 100M bytes, 96M training and 4M validation.
Except English words, also including foreign words, indented XML
tags, website addresses, and markup used to indicate page formatting.
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Wikipedia Experiments - Generating Text

Model size: input and output layers are size of 205, with seven hidden
layers of 700 LSTM cells, approx. 21.3M weights, trained by SGD.
Results: (A four-page long sample)
samples only make sense in the level of short phrases.
learned a large vocabulary of words, also invented feasible-looking
words and names, also learned basic punctuation, with commas, etc.
being able to correctly open and close quotation marks and parentheses.
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Wikipedia Experiments - Generating Text
Results (Cont.)
being able to also balance formatting marks, such as the equals signs
to denote headings.
generates convincing looking internet addresses.

generates non-English characters.
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Handwriting Prediction
Task: generate pen trajectories by predicting one (x, y ) and the
end-of-stroke markers one point at a time.
Data: IAM online handwriting, 10K training sequences, many writers,
unconstrained style, captured from whiteboard
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Recurrent Mixture Density Networks
MDN (C. Bishop, 1994 [1]): use the outputs of a NN to parameterize
a GMM. Extended to RNN by M. Schuster (1999,[5]).
Input and Output:

Y that maps ŷ to y :

Predictive distribution:
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Handwriting Prediction
Network Details

Generated Samples

3 inputs: (x, y ),pen up/down
121 output units
20 two dimensional Gaussians
for (x, y ) = 40 means (linear)
+ 40 variance (exp) + 20
correlations (tanh) + 20
weights (softmax)
1 sigmoid for up/down

3 hidden layers, 400 LSTM cells
in each, 3.6 M weights in total
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Handwriting Prediction
Top: Density Map, Bottom: mixture component weights.
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Handwriting Synthesis

Task: want to tell the network what to write without losing the
distribution over how it writes
How: achieve this by conditioning the predictions on a text sequence
Challenges: (i) text and writing are of different lengths; (ii) alignment
is unknown.
Solution: before each prediction, let the network decide where it is in
the text sequence. - Soft Windows
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Handwriting Synthesis - Soft Windows

Given a length U character sequence
c, and a length T data sequence x,
the soft window wt is defined as
wt =

U
X

φ(t, u)cu

(6)

u=1

window weights
φ(t, u) =

K
X
k=1

αtk exp(−βtk (κkt − u)2 )

the network’s belief that it is written
character cu at time t.
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Handwriting Synthesis - Network Architecture
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Handwriting Synthesis - Alignment

Figure: Each point on the map shows the value of φ(t, u).
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Handwriting Synthesis
Top: Density Map, Bottom: mixture component weights.
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Handwriting Synthesis

Figure: Unbiased, Biased & Primed Sampling.
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Some slides are based on the materials below.
http://www.cs.toronto.edu/~graves/gen_seq_rnn.pdf and https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-yX1SYeDHbg.
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